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What is a Certified
Picture Framer?
Custom picture framing is vital to showcasing and protecting artwork and collectibles. A certified picture framer, who
does the work on the premises, will ensure
high standards that will protect your art for
years to come.
A Certified Picture Framer (CPF):

3071 Dundas St. W.

•

Has at least one year of experience

Award Winning

•

Has passed a comprehensive
written examination

•

Is familiar with materials, techniques
and design theories

•

Is internationally recognized

•

Is accredited by the Professional Picture
Framers Association, an industry
trade association

The certified picture framer can assist you with all of your framing needs,
whether it be conservation framing for original artworks, stretching and framing canvasses and needlepoints, or creating a shadow box to show off the unique object you may want to display,
from a signed sports jersey to a collection of your great grandparents’ keepsakes. The main purpose of a frame is to support
and showcase your art and keepsakes while properly protecting it
from damage.
If it’s worth framing, it’s worth framing right!

Submitted by Pat Schnurr
Picture It Framed is located at 3071 Dundas St. West (1/2 block west of High
Park Ave.). 416-762-1221. www.pictureitframed.ca

Studio Dalmori Goes 3D Gathering Wool
in the Junction

O

n May 22nd, we stopped by Studio Dalmori to check out their Teen 3D Art and Design
Fundamentals class. While exploring an array of techniques and processes, the young
students were having a great time creating original, stand-out sculptures with found and
recycled materials. As they manipulated foam tubes and colourful plastic pieces into creative
shapes, instructor Joni Moriyama assisted the girls, all the while teaching them the underlying
elements and principles of three-dimensional art and design. The course covers work needed
to excel in the visual arts and builds a solid foundation for students who may wish to pursue studies in sculpture, industrial, environmental or material art and design. To learn more,
visit studiodalmori.com
Event by Blair Woodward
Website code: pecu2b

F

rom April 28th to May 12th, Thumbs
Up Theatre Toronto presented William
Mastrosimone’s “The Woolgatherer” in an
empty storefront in the Junction. The two-act play
centers around colourful characters Rose and Cliff
and is set entirely in a small apartment in South
Philadelphia. The independent production is a
homegrown labour of love starring Dayle McLeod
as nervous candy counter attendant Rose and Mark
Wiebe as foul-mouthed truck driver Cliff. Thumbs
Up Theatre’s mandate includes affordable theatre,
so they actively seek discounts whenever possible.
To learn more, visit www.thumbsuptheatre.com
Event by Miguel Huber
Website code: pedar9

“Rose” and “Cliff” in action

Instructor Joni helps Olivia stabilize her creation

Bella is a ballerina

Olivia has fun creating a
life-sized form
A scene from “The Woolgatherer”

Bella and Olivia reinforce their sculptures
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Joni teaches Olivia and Bella

Stage manager Danka Scepanovik with the romantic
drama’s stars, Dayle Mcleod (Rose) and Mark Wiebe (Cliff)
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Creative signage turns an
empty storefront into a theatre

www.snapbloorwest.com

